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INDUSTRY4.0 AND ALL
THINGS

As Industry 4.0 is gearing up in all the industries, a

company like Brakes India that has been one of the front

runners in embracing changes to keep up with the ever

changing technology. After proving successful in

processing their Quality Management front manually,

digitally transforming their entire QMS process was their

next challenge and SHLOKLABS answered their prayers

with Pro-Inspector
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ABOUT OUR CLIENT

A big project involves overseeing a lot of moving parts,

oftentimes from different people. 

BRAKES INDIA
Brakes India Pvt Ltd, is a part of 7.2 billion dollars TVS Group

which was established in 1962. It is the largest Brakes system

supplier in India and their portfolio includes calipers, actuators,

drum brakes, valves, hose ABS,etc. They account for 150

engineering departments and 7000 employees. They are the

leading supplier of their products to OEMs’ like MSIL, TATA,

Toyota, Daimler, Volvo, Honda, Volkswagen etc. They have 25+

manufacturing units inside and outside India, catering to the

needs of the customers
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THE
CHALLENGES
Faced by Brakes India

Manually Managing all their Management System Audits

pertaining to the International standards like IATF-16949, ISO:

14001, BS OSHAS 18001, EnMS: 50001, etc was challenging.

Brakes India conducts many audit processes like SRA, TWH, HSE

assessment, 5S audit and among them, IATF 16949 audit proves

to be more complex as it involves elaborate planning and

execution where to keep track of the desired tasks within a

stipulated time frame is difficult. The process from Planning >

Scheduling > Holding an Opening meeting > Executing the audit

with multiple checklists > Holding a Closing meeting > Preparing

a GYR Report > Closure of Audit Findings ( NC cycle ) >

Horizontal deployment consumed a lot of time and was deemed

as a tedious and laborious task. 

Scheduling multiple audits to the auditors in excel at multiple

plants across pan India was quite challenging to keep track of.

Managing complete Non-conformity cycle among auditees,

auditors, audit coordinators and audit heads was complex as it

involves multiple transactions before closing the Non-conformity.

Manual generation of GYR (Green, Yellow, Red) report with

relevant scores for each response so that an overall audit score

can be calculated along with retrieval of least scores and

average scores was tiresome and involved more administrative

work which prolonged the time required to generate report
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THE
SOLUTIONS
Provided to Brakes India

With the proven market success in-line with Quality Management

System front, It was an interesting project for the digital experts at

SHLOKLABS to take the challenge and make it ease with the

help of Pro-Inspector

GAP
ANALYSIS
With a deep analysis on the gap, the functional experts analyzed

that 85% of the requirement is readily available with Pro-Inspector

which can be plug and play, and the rest has to be tailor-made

which was designed and implemented accordingly in phase wise.

The entire audit process was 100% digitized as follow.

SCHEDULING
Pre - Scheduling

Schedule Approval

Rescheduling

Change Auditors Assigned for

Scheduled AuditS

Cancelling of Audits
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CHECKLIST
MANAGEMENT

Self - Configurable Checklists

Multiple Checklists with different Conditions and Response

Types

Score Based Checklist

Clause Based Questions

Import/Export Checklist

Alert Images and Texts for Reference Purposes

Risk - Level Questions

EXECUTION
Parallel and Sequential Execution

Review all Activities Simultaneously

Raise Non - Conformity/Observation

Execute Multiple Checklist with Different Response Type and

Submit with Comments and Digital Signatures

NCR MANAGEMENT
Raise non-conformity with photographic evidence and

comments

Capture multiple photos from camera or upload from gallery

Set due date

Input CAPA, severity and priority of the NC task

Track complete NC cycle to closure
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REPORT
GENERATION

GYR Report with Overall Audit Score

Customizable Template for Report

Instant Sharing via E-mail 

Project Comments, NC Details, Attachments, Scores, etc

GLOBAL
DASHBOARD

Overall Data of all the Scheduled Audits

Performance Analysis with Pictorial Representation like Pie

Chart, Radar Chart, etc

Non - Conformity Dashboard
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Pro-Inspector offers three digital components to access the

above mentioned features.

BACK  OFF ICE The engine of the system where admin

access is given to do necessary changes

and configuration required for the audit

process

MOBI L I TY The audit process is carried out in

platforms like Android, iOS and Desktop

where checklists are accessed to execute

the audit against the assigned job site

and audit findings are recorded to

generate the report

AUD ITEE

PORTAL

This portal provides access to the

auditees to manage all their tasks.

BUS INESS

FLOW

All these processes are completely

digitized and made 100% paperless

THANKS  FOR  READ ING THE  CASE  STUDY!

WE  WOULD  L I KE  TO TAKE  TH IS  MOMENT  TO

SHOW YOU ONE  OF  OUR  SUCCESS

STOR IES  POSTED  ON OUR  YOUTUBE  PAGE.

HOPEFULLY  YOU L I KE  I T  : )

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8vSVP8zvi4&t=60s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8vSVP8zvi4&t=60s

